The symbolism of human personality is discussed in this paper.
The ancient thinkers expressed their ideas as briefly as possible. Thus what constituted the whole creation was factorized into four cosmic elements and four cosmic qualities which they expressed as symbolic cosmology. It is proposed to factorize what goes to form a personality or a form of life at its best and express them as a symbol of life. It has been constructed on the same principle as any magic square particularly the one which forms the basis of Jabirian alchemy.
Life in the first instance means activity and when systematized it becomes an individual's career which can further elevate him as a personality. To this category would belong any profession that the individual has decided to pursue. Then to excel in his profession is to make his career.
Above all life has to be sufficiently long to display any activity for some time for it have been useful. Longevity becomes a condition for career to develop properly. If life identifies a single individual, family connotes his kith and kin without whom no individual could enjoy life properly. Likewise during the course of following his career he comes in contact with others sharing the same ideals as himself and as well-wishers or friends become members of his intellectual society.
In symbolism family and friends supplements of each other forming a larger whole in which the individual concerned remains at the centre.
Returning to career when this is being pursued it brings opponents and criticism but these are overcome when man has developed character.
This results by remaining faithful to the ideals one has to retain for over. It means career develops when idealism and character are respected as essentials. When activity be it as some profession is properly pursued it creates selfrespect. With this asset living in a family with members and who are well wishers the resultant experience is happiness. Even friends as well wishers respond with mutual respect and increase happiness.
We finally come to the concrete benefit on having pursued career. It should end with prosperity. Thus intellectually a successful career brings happiness but materially it brings prosperity. Both are difficult to achieve but career can be properly followed when the above two assets go to heighten one's personality for no career is more successful than one which brings prosperity as also happiness.
